What are the differences between Eden park and the Roman Coliseum?

1) The difference between the Roman Coliseum and Eden park is that the events that was held in the coliseum was full of violence and blood and killing but the Eden park events is just about winning the match without killing or any lions.

2) In Eden park the spectators and the rich people sit on the top and in the coliseum the high class people sat in the bottom.

3) This is a secondary picture shows that the events held in the coliseum is more violent and more dangerous than the events held in Eden park.

This is an secondary picture from Google showing that the events held in Eden park is way different such as there are no weapons during a match and no lions eating anyone, this picture shows a game being played and controlled by a score board and a referee without anyone being hurt in a way that involves knives, gladiator shields and lions.